
Make Them Click:  
Entice Visitors to Take Action  
with Strong Calls to Action
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Calls-to-Action (CTAs)

CTAs give you the power to grab your website visitors’ attention and direct them to new topics, prompt-
ing them to take an action: download, view, request, subscribe, etc.

You should maintain a mix of CTAs spanning the different stages of the sales funnel. The more offers 
and calls-to-action you build, the more opportunities you create for converting visitors into leads. It is 
best not to use the same CTA on all your site pages.

Having a variety of CTAs also allows you to collect more data about what resonates with your site visi-
tors, allowing you to optimize those CTAs for maximum lead generation. 

What CTAs should you create?

If you’re starting from scratch, think about what you could offer to a website visitor to get them to 
engage with your website. Consider a demo of your product/service or an assessment of their situation. 
How about a case study or white paper? If you have a blog or mailing list, ask them to subscribe. 

Next, start thinking about the questions your prospects typically ask and create content around those 
ideas that your visitors can download.

If you’ve got CTAs in action already, look at what offers, if any, have performed well for you. This is 
usually determined by visitors that clicked, filled out a form and became leads. How many people saw a 
specific CTA, followed your path and decided your offer was valuable enough to complete a form? If any 
of your offers have performed well, create more offers based on that model.

Also, look at how offers reflect the visitor’s stage in the sales funnel. White papers and videos are typically 
considered low-commitment offers. Higher commitment offers are product demonstrations and sales  
consultations. Exposing users to low and high level offers helps push or pull them through the sales process.

CTAs can also be based on making educated guesses at what content a visitor might want to see next 
based on where they are on your site. Is there related content somewhere else on your site that you can 
offer them. 

If a user completes a form on a low-commitment offer, the thank you page with the download might 
contain another, higher commitment offer, such as “sign up for a demo.”

Deciding where to place CTAs

CTAs should be spread across your web pages, especially your homepage, which is typically your most 
visited page. It presents a huge opportunity to drive traffic to a specific campaign or offer. Hubspot, an 
inbound marketing company and software platform, suggests your homepage should have at least 3 
CTAs to target different visitor types.
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Do not put CTAs on landing pages. This is where you want the visitor to fill out a form. Do not lead 
him/her away with another offer before this conversion is completed.

Try to keep CTAs relevant to the content. For example: A visitor on a product page might be further 
along the sales cycle. Your general pages (about us, contact us and other general pages or higher level 
pages) should also include CTAs but to lower-commitment offers.

Your blog should also include CTAs in both the side bar as well as individual blog posts and even in the 
text of your posts when appropriate.

Lastly, email campaigns should also include CTAs to drive recipients to an offer on your site or to one  
of your social channels.

Effective CTAs

• Clearly describe the offer and are specific. Revealing details encourage clicks
• Stand out from the rest of the page. The colors contrast your site’s color scheme rather than blend in 
• Are action oriented. Make your CTA start with a verb (Download, Register, View, Start, etc).
• Are generally above the “fold”; the area visible without scrolling
• Align with the information on the page where it is located
• Is aligned with the landing page; using similar language in the action as well as the form name
• Convey value; benefits are clearly and concisely stated
• Create urgency; communicate why the visitor should download now

Testing

Test and review the performance of your CTAs. Use A/B testing to test messaging, color and design. Look 
at your click through rate and click to submission rates. Create benchmarks and try to beat them. If you are 
averaging a 5% click through rate, see if you can beat that by changing the copy or color or size.

Avoid

• “Contact Us,” “Click Here”  or other generic actions.
• Off putting colors or messaging.
• Testing of too many changes.
• Altering an A/B test too soon.
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